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ABSTRACT

The paper highlights the present status of the-dates business,
in tenns of industry structure and its attractiveness. Problems
encountered by the various modern packaging and processing
plants were summarized. Hindrances related to plant machinery
and the special nature of the date fruit were given. Future
prospects of dates and date palm industries in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia and the role of government in setting-strategies and
incentives for the development and promotion of the dates and
date palm industries have been also included. Strategic option to
generate high profit revenues by these plant have been
recommended. Such strategies include the importance for these
industries to attain cost leadership through high production
volUlne, conlpetitive sourcing of raw materials, marketing
differentiation by branding, advertising, good distribution and
continuous market research. Supplementation of the existing
plants with downstream products to avoid the seasonality of dates
in the market by manufacturing dates derivatives round the year
were also advised. Products including date paste, date syrup and
vinegar were reconlmended. Promising technologies for
utilization of dates palm residues such as arabesque manufacture
from palm fronds, paper pulp industries and cottage industries
e.g. handicrafts for rural development have been included. FOT
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efficient utilization of research findings, the study finally
illustrates the importance of cooperation and coordination of the
existing date processing plants with research centers and
universities involved in conducting research on various aspects of
dates processing and date palm residues.
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1- Introduction

Dates are reckoned to be the most oldest fruit tree and important crop
in Saudi Arabia. They have been the main food in the past and are widely
considered to be strategic source of food security. The tree, as described in
the Holy Quraan, is a blessed plant having its roots in the earth and its
branches in the skies.. It has been said about dates that they are food for
the poor, sweets for the rich and food that a traveler packs for his trips
(Zad). They are healthy and regarded as high energy food and basic raw
material for many food procb.1.cts..Dates contain~..mos.t.of the dietary
elements essential for the human body in the form of easily digested
Sugars, mainly glucose..andfructose, Proteins, Fats and considered to be a
good source of minerals. Medical research has linked regular dates eating
by Bedouins with low level of cancer cases. No,w.QIiderit is called the
"Heaven's Fruit" and' a"source of good h~alth and wealth to those who
consume it and grow it.- - ., - ...~

In Saudi Arabia, although_sQCio-.e.conomicchanges. had a negative
effect on traditional date palm cultivation',"it did not lead to a gradual
disappearance of the date palm. On the contrary, the ~ountry's progress
created the impetus and-' means to find new .ways to adapt modem
techniques in agricultural practices,. quality standards and processing
methods. Presently, date .palm development is a governmental concern,
while projects implementation a conCernof the private sector. Ambitious
expansion development' programmes for new date palm plantation are in
progress. The overall picture is now a continuous new,endeavor aimed at
improving the date growing"areas through introduction of labor savings
methods in cultivatioQand'modem irrigation system, improved packaging,
industrialization of dates' and diversification of date palm products by
better utilization of ligno-cellulusic residues of the p'almtree.

2- Dates palm production

According to FAO statistics(l), the t9tal world production of dates
during 1996 touched a new~,recbrdof4,492,o.QOtons.witb almost 21.4%
production growth since 199L(Figure-I): Th~ Kingdoni.of.Saudi Arabia is
ranked as third world producer of dates. Iran has emetge&:asthe World's

. largestproducerfollowedby Egypt(Figure2).'

Dates production in the Kingdom has been showing a steady growth
for the last ten years, with an average of 1.9% every year (Figure 3).
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According to the latest government infonnation(2), the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia dates production during 1996 is hitting a record over 600,000 ton.
In terms of value, dates come in the second place after wheat crop. Date
farming continue to thrive, boosted by generous government subsidies to
farmers which involve a SR 50 as assistance per each off-shoot of good
variety being planted, SR 0.25 for 1kg dates produced and buying of the
crop for the government dates packing plant at a supportive price of SR
3/kg. On top of all subsidies, the government also dispurse free interest
loans through agricultural banks.

The date palm orchards are distributed in various Emarahs in the
Kingdom (Figure 4) with a total land area of95,345 hectares. (Table 1).
Riyadh in the Central Region is considered the highest producer of Dates
(28.96%) followed by the Eastern region (AI-Hassa and Qatif) which
represent 13.98%. While there are over 400 dates cultivars produced in
four main regions in the Kingdom, only about 50 to 60 varieties have
commercial value(3), (Table 2).

3- Dates function in food and its nutritive value

Dates are high in quality due to their microbiological integrity. They
are tree trom path~genic organisms, due to their low water activity and
moisture content. Hence, they are easily incorporated in food industry like
dairy, bakery and other confectioneries. The following are some of
potential uses and functions of dates:

· Normally dates are ITee ITom pesticide contamination, and will not
fonn any health hazard. On this ground dates may be marketed and
certified as organic ITuit.

· They have desirable high sugar to acid ratio. This attribute will give
fruity sweet taste and unique flavar enhancing characteristics.

· Dates act as humectants due to the presence of the reducing sugar.
Fructose helps in extending the shelf-life and treshness of snack food
and chocolate bars. When mixed with the dough it keeps the softness
quality of the loaf.

· Dates paste is a natural extrudable product and can easily be
incorporated as filler in bakery products. It perfonns valuable function
in the manufacture of food products by displacing the need for artificial
preservatives and additives.
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1Ipre-4. Production or Dates by Emarahs in the Kingdom During 1996
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Table 1. Estimated Area and Production of Dates by
Emarahs in the Kingdom during 1996
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Table2. Main DateCultivarsin SaudiArabia
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. Paste extruded from dates can easily be shaped and bind ingredients
together like nuts, grains and other constituents in snack bar and
chocolate coated bars.

. Dates are self-preserved fruit and can therefore be successfully used in
emergencies, natural catastrophes, hospitals, health care institutions,
army, etc.

. Saudi Dates varieties contain about 70% reducing sugars with almost
equal quantities of glucose and fructose. Liquid sugar obtained will
have more sweetening power than sucrose and will be an ideal replacer
to refined sugar in various fonnulations such as softdrinks, chewing
gums and other confections due to high sweetening power of its
fructose moiety.

. Dates fulfill the need of today consumers who are asking for snacking
instead of eating breakfast or lunch.

. Because of their low moisture content, excellent skin integrity, dates
may be incorporated in crisp breads and crispy.wafer, as they provide
textural contrast.

. Dates like other dried fruits family (Figure 5) are rich in Magnesium
and Potassium, and thus are good source to persons with mineral
deficiency.

. Dates are almost tree from sodium which is considered a potential
source for hypertension.

. Good energy supplement for athletesand runnersduringrace games.
The date juice may cope with the new tren.d for sport drinks like
snapple drink to supply energy, electrolYtes(minerals) and vitamins.

. Dates are eaten and enjoyed as -natural fruit but not dried as some
believe.

. They are natural desserts with minimum acidity and pleasant taste. This
mild blend of attributes does not over power salad and fruit dishes.

. Syrup extracted from dates and their fibres would fit under the group of
health foods. The natural syrup and fibres may be introduced in
capsules or one of the ingredients in natural candies to control weignt
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like the new branded products currently available in the health stores
under the name of Come Alive and Slime Alive(4).
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Figure-S. Dry FruitsFamily
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4-Status of the industry

In general, the processes involved for the dates finished products can
be divided into two main distinguished categories:

. Group 1

Where the indentity of the date fruit are kept unaltered by packing
whole dates. Original flavor and taste of the fruit are kept unchanged.
Processes involved under this group include fumigation, sorting,
washing/drying and packing dates in different forms and styles. Products
include vacuumized, pressed, loose or thermoform vacuum or nitrogen
flushed dates. Basic additional operations may be sometimes included to
the process like destoning/stuffing.

. Group 2

By altering completely the identity of the fruit for the production of
more value added products. Dates paste, shredded dates, dates syrup,
vinegar and liquid sugar are examples. Machineries required for syrups
and vinegar industries for these"products are based on juice extraction,
destoning, partial or ultra filtration. The prepared juice is further
channeled for specialized machineries to produce various end products.

The following figure (Chart 1) illustrates the possible dates
derivatives which may be obtained on commercial scale by
industrialization of surplus low priced dates and have strong potential as
being import substitute. Some of these industries have been already
established in Saudi Arabia or other date producing countries.

The improved socio-economic changes in the Kingdom which was
reflected in high living standards and changing lifestyle of the Saudis has
been coincided with drastic growth in dates industry by the private sector,
with more emphasis and expansion opportunities on dates packaging
plants.

Over forty two licenses were awarded in various locations all over
the Kingdom, majority of these plants were licensed for packaging. Some
of the basic processing operations which involve destoning, stuffing or
dates paste making is also performed by these plants. According to the
information of the Ministry of Industry, above twenty one factories are in
actual production with their total licensed capacity exceeding 83,120
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ton/year (Table-3). Small date packing houses owned by fanns owners or
date traders are also established in various locations. Such plants operate
mainly during the harvest season and produce dates in plastic packs or tins
in different styles.
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Table3.EstimatedQuantitiesofVariousDatesProductsandTheirDerivativesfromDatesPackagingand
ProcessingIndustriesin SaudiArabiaduring1997
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'"PE
01 AI-HassaGovernentPlant ..20,000 BulkDates(20kg)in corrugatedcartons Culldates,defecteddates

Hofuf calvxes
02 NADECPlantHofuf 2.500 PackageddatesofdiUerentstYlesandsizes.paste Stones.cull and defecteddates 120

andcalvxes
03 AI- BarrakPlant Hofuf 1.000 Packageddatesofvarioussizesandstyles.paste StonesandCUllS,defecteddates 50

andcalvxes
04 AI-HassaDevelopmentC.. 2,900 Initial commercialproductionfor datespackaging. Stones.culls.defecteddates 50

DatesFactory.Hofuf .. paste.syrupandVinegar
05 WadiHanllaDatesFactory. 2.000 PackageddatesofdiUerentweightsandstyles,paste. Stones.defecteddates.calvxes. 60

Kharj datesyrupline presscake
06 SavolaDatesFactoryJeddah 20.000 FancvpackagesofdiUerentsizesandstyleloose. Stones.defecteddates.calvxes 250

depined,pressed,shredded.Datesactivitiesare
presentlvfocusedforSyrupVinegarandanimalfeed
production.

07 QasslmDatesFactoryBadaveh. 3.000 PackageddatesofdiUerentsizes,looseorpressedIn Stones.defecteddates,calvxes 60
Qasslm blocks,Paste

08 AI-QasslmAgriculturalCo.. 5.000 Packageddates,pressed,looseofdifferentsizesand Stones.defecteddates.calvxes 100
DatesFactory,Buraivdah. styles,pastedatessyrupIspresentlvunder
Qassim consideration

09 NationalIdealDatesPackaging 3,000 PackageddatesIndifferentsizesandstyles.paste Stones.defecteddates.calvxes 50
Factory.Madinah
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[TON) .TYPE QfY/Too
10 NationalOrganizationForDates 160 Packageddates.250g.500g.1000gpinedand Stones.defecteddates 10

Processing,Madinah depitted
11 NationalFactorvForDates 150 Packageddates.250g.500g.1000g Stones.defecteddates 10

Packing.Madinah
12 AIi HallabahFactorvForDates 3.250 Packageddatesindifferentsizesandweights.paste Stones.defecteddates.calyxes 100

Packing,Madinah
13 AI-AwfiDatesFactorv.Madinah 1.550 Packageddatesofdifferentsizesandweights.paste Stones.defecteddates 50
14 AI-MadinahModernDates 3.000 Packageddatesofdillerentsizesandweights.paste Stones.defecteddates 10

PackingFactorv.Madinah
15 AI-DeweIYDatesFactorv. 1.500 Packageddatesofdifferentsizesandweights Stones.defecteddates

Madlnah
16 BinJallarDatesFactorv.Tall 1.200 Packageddatesofdillerentsizesandstyles.paste Stones.defecteddates 50

17 AI-FakhyrahDatesFactory.AI 1.000 Fancydatespackagingofvarioussizesandstyles. Culldates.defecteddates. 50
Ghat loose.pressed.stolleddates.paste.datesyrupbase calyxes

carbonatedbeverage.DatesyrupunderInvestigation
18 AI-KharlDatesFactorv 800 PastePressedDates Culldates.defecteddates. 50

calyxes
19 BlshaDatesFactory.Bisha 5.000 DatesIntins Culldates.defecteddates
20 AIMohammadlaDatesFactory. 2.000 DatespackedIndlllerentpackagingmaterialand Stones.cullanddefecteddates 150

AI-Kharl sizes.PacksIncludethermoformpacking,vacuum
packs.pressed&looseetc.andpasteforfood
Industries

21 FoodProductsCo.AI-Kharj 10,000 Datejuiceconcentrate(OtbisJ.vinegar.Jams,animal Presscake.stones 1.500
(WAFRAJ feed
OthersmallpackingHouses, 5.000 DatesInPEbag,orinlarge20kgtins.Semi stones.cull,defecteddates 100
bakeryandconfectionery automaticalscaleforpastemanufacture
Industries

83.120 TOTAL 3.820
. CurrentsellingpriceIsSft150-200/TON
..ProductiondeliveredtoWorldFoodProgramme(WFPJasdonationtopoorcountries



In addition, the Government has a modern dates packaging plant in Hofuf,
which has a capacity of about 20,000 ton/year. All its bulk production is
being sent abroad as donations to poor nations. However, the total dates
quantities which find their way to these factories do not exceed 14% of the
Kingdom's total production.

The dates processing facilities, where derived dates products are
produced are still in full progress. Date paste production has shown
tremendous increase, with estimated production capacity of 10,000 ton
which represents paste from packaging and processing factories and home
made paste (unpublished data). The paste is used successfully in bakeries
and other confectionaries. On the other hand very recently dates syrup,
jam, vinegar and animal feed from processing waste have seen commercial

. debut in two large scaledatesprocessingplants in RiyadhandAI-Hassa(5)
. As being new branded products, marketing campaigns are needed to
promote these industries.

5- ~ates Consumption

The Kingdom has passed drastic changes affected the lifestyle and
trend of dates consumption pattern of the Saudis. Socio-economic changes
included improvement in living standard, the development and
modernization of large supermarkets, changes in eating habits, continuous
urban drift and tendency toward living within small size family. The wide
availability of alternative competitive confectionaries and other fruits all
over the year aggravated the problem. Consumers with the new younger
generation in particular presently call for.the need to improve the existing
unhygenic cottage date packing industry to cope with their demand.

The average annual per capita consumption of dates is 25kg. Total
population including expatriates has reached 16,929,294 with Saudis
(12,304,835) representing 72.7%(6).The Kingdom annual growth rate has
been reported to be 4.4%(7). Annual local consumption of dates reached
307,620 ton. Based on total Saudi production of dates, a surplus of more
than 300,000 tons which represent 50% of the annual production goes as a
waste or for animal feed. Such quantities are expected to be utilized for
industrialization into more value added products. Such surplus is also
considered a good potential for export market.

Out of annual dates consumption figures, 40% are .consumed as fresh
dates "Bisr" i.e. premature yellow or red color stage or as "Rutab", a
squashy, fully mature high moisture dates. Around 90% of the annual
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consumption is being absorbed by cottage packing industry. The packing
process is unhygenic and primitive methods are used for handling and
packing the date harvest. Dates are oftenly washed in used water followed
by manual packing in polyethylene bags or square re-used tins of 25 kg
without fumigation. the upper lid sides are hammered across the top
surface to ensure the tin closes absolutely air tight. The produced dates of
high infestation are marketed at the prevailing high temperature which
would impair its quality.

6- Present Status and Major Problems Facing Dates Industries._-
Dates packaging and processing plants in the Kingdom are showing

continuous increase for the last ten years as no barrier to new entrants.
There are a yearly average of two to three new entries of modern dates
plants or small unbranded packaging facilities. In spite of establishment of
these plants, the industry is facing various production and marketing
problems hindering their progress. A summary of these constrains may be
categorized into the following groups:

6.1 Marketing

Dates Manufacturers in K.S.A. are currently facing the following
major marketing problems:

· Low growth potential of dates business due to changes in life-
styles of the Saudis and availability all over the year of locally
produced or imported other fresh fruits.

· Strong competition in the peak season from low priced unbranded
dates of initially high infestation packed by farm owners, or
wholesalers. Their production cost is minimum, and consumers
differentiation is based on dates variety and price, while
packaging usually plays a secondary role. This would obviously
result in small sales volume of branded dates.

· High cost of dates as raw material especially the good popular
varieties. Examples are Sukkary ofKassim, Kholas of AI-Hassa,
Anbara of Medina.

· Not enough marketing and ads campaigns are launched by dates
manufacturers due to high cost involved.
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. The presence of high percentage of live or dead infestation in the
finished packs of many branded or unbranded dates exceeding
Saudi standards of7% which would impair their quality.

. No market usage and attitude (V & A) research to explore the real
needs of the consumer in terms of varieties, packaging style, pack
size, etc.

. Limited exports due to high infestation and lack of market
research studies which can identify quantity and quality and levels
of actual demand for dates in international markets.

6.2 Packaging and Processing Plants

. High cost of machinery, spare parts, maintenance and imported
packaging materials.

. No strong links between dates farmers and manufacturers and
absence of loyality of those farmers to the importance of delivery
of good quality dates as laid down for raw material specifications
for packing and processing industry.

· No coordination or cooperation among dates manufacturers
themselves, and absence of dates packer's association or
administration board to look after their interests and needs.

6.3 Production and Dates Machinery Problems

Advanced research and technology for packaging and processing
dates machineries is unfortunately not well progressed. Problems related
to international machine manufacturers and suppliers are described in the
following:

6.3.1 Special nature of the datefruit:

The presence of large number of date cultivars would create wide
variation in their physico-chemical characteristics. Such variation also
exist among dates of the same variety. Examples are their degree of
hardness, fruit weight, stone to flesh ratio, specific gravity, relative
composition such as sugars, fibre content, polyphenols and moisture
content. Morphological variation also exist among these cultivars like
size, shape, texture, color ,skin integrity and firmness (smoothness,

\
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wrinkled, crackness, detachment, brittleness etc.) Based on these
differences it becomes difficult to machinery manufacturers to design a
common and proper machines to suit all varieties with same performance.
Degree of efficiency in processing operation and consequently the final
quality of the date products will evidently be affected as a result of
differences in their adaptability to those processes.

Dates fruit contribute good sweet taste and mouth feel due to its
relatively high flesh sugar consistency and fibrous texture but its
contribution to flavor is poor. The fruit identity once transformed to new
products as liquid sugar, or vinegar will lose its pronounced texture and
taste. Industrialization pattern of dates should be thus encouraged only to
those products and derivatives which would keep same or all of their
original quality characteristics.

Dates do not lend themselves easily to modem industrial processing.
High sugar content create various stickiness problems during packing of
whole dates or during their processing to various derivatives and even
byproducts. Fruits received by date packers are often lumpy and not free
flowing. A situation would result in accumulation of sugars debris
followed by feeding problems and difficulty in passing them through the
conveyors for washing. Due to its hygroscopicity nature, the fruit will
rapidly absorb moisture and turn massy and clumpy. Such problems are
often faced during automatic weighing of cleaned dates for pouch packing
in the Form -Fill Seal (FFS) machine and during processing for discharge
conveyors of the packing lines for paste making. The fiber and moisture
content of the date flesh varies from variety to another and degree of
adherence of the flesh fibres with the stone and the shape, size of the stone
itself due to variety variation may all affect the destoning and maceration
process while passing through the macerator rollers. Paste is characterized
of being highly viscous food with comparatively low moisture content
(18-20%). High viscosity will impair its flowability during processing and
create feeding and packaging problems during automatic packing. The
presence of high polythenols, sugars in the finished paste may result in a
rapid darkening during storage due to high rate of Millard and
condensation reactions. Diced or extruded dates are coated with anticaking
agents to keep them free flowing otherwise they will turn into lumps.

In automatic block formation of pressed dates, variation in moisture
content, ripening stage and specific gravity of dates varieties create
problems in accommodating same weightment but different volume
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capacities when the plant is packing different varieties. Such situation may
result in the difficulty of building a common die with same size dimension
to suit all such differences.

Differences in fruit shape and volume ITomone variety to another is
an obstacle for machinery and equipment suppliers to improve appropriate
common technology and systems for grading/sizing lines for each type of
dates. Mechanical sorting on commercial scale and automatic sorting or
camera computer system for sorting is not successful so far on commercial
scale, picking rejected dates due to various defects in the inspection line is
still not visualized.

Destoning machines presently available are designed and fabricated
mainly for destoning of cherries, apricot, plums or olive but are supplied
to date packers after little modification. Date pitters are provided with
cups (holes) in a rotating belt in which dates are positioned, while special
needles push the pits downward leaving the longitudinally flesh intact.
The unifonnity of fruit shape and volume, which apparently varies from
cultivar to another, its overall shape and proper positioning in the cups are
most important criteria to define the performance of the needle in the
pitter. Available machines are designed for limited number of varieties,
like Sayer, Zadhi, Halawi of Iraq and Deglet Noor of Tunisia.

The peculiar nature in date fruit is that during its ripening process on
the bunch the whole fruit intact will not ripen evenly. Consequently, the
moisture content, size, color and weight of the fruit of the date harvest of
one variety will be varied ITom one fruit to another. This situation may
create difficulty by the date packers in producing a uniform quality packs.
Sun drying or tunnel dehydration of high moisture dates before washing to
avoid dates of uniform dryness may be necessary to avoid fermentation or
fungal spoilage.

As date packers deal with dates of different moisture contents,
attention should be given for hydration/dehydration process. Dry fruits
need to be hydrated in the conditioning tunnel. Optimum time/temperature
relationship and degree of steam hydration should be standardized for
each variety and each batch. High moisture dates should be dried to
moisture content below 20% to avoid spoilage. Moderate temperature of
50-60°C should be used to avoid browning reactions.
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6.3.2 Constrains Related to Machinery Manufacturers and Suppliers

Advanced research in engineering design and experience gained by
machinery manufacturers in modifying the technology to suit dates
processing requirement are still beyond our. expectation due to the
following:

Machinery suppliers for date packing industry in general and the
more sophisticated date processing technology in particular are limited
worldwide.

High cost involved in buying packaging & processing lines from
abroad. Meantime, the availability of limited and less experienced local'
workshops to perform the needs of dates investors would aggravate this
problem. Non - frequent orders and lack of information on machine
specification from buyers for dates processing machineries, and irregular
requests result in a poor response of suppliers in modifying the existing
technology and lack of interest to continue investigations and attempts for

r machinery improvement.Machine modification and new designwill be
based on little experience on dates, time availability and convenience of
machinemanufacturers. .

Machines R & D is a tedious and expensive process to be carried out
alone by foreign machinery designers. Uncertainty of the machinery
manufacturers on the actual needs, seriousness and real intention of the
buyers make them feel not enthusiastic to carry out further modification or
develop special prototype machines to tailor customer needs.

National research centers in the date growing regions are not carrying
active research toward improving the existing technology in date
processing industry due to lack of expertise. Co-ordination with the
foreign suppliers or manufacturers on actual requirements in dates
technology is not existing in its real sense.

6.4 Others

The dates packaging and processing industry is suffering from
discontinuity of the technical expatriates. The industry is lacking well
trained and experienced national manpower with special emphasis to the
recent availability of more sophisticated vinegar and date juice concentrate
industries. Lack of production experience for proper monitoring of the
vinegar process during fermentation/acidification would result in poor
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yield and quality. Proper activation of the microhial strains as starters and
control of their growth environment would result in poor quality. With
same token, the extraction, filtration and vacuum concentration processes
of date syrup if not weB controBed wiB result in sedimentation of
ceBulosic and gummy substances and a poor quality product.

Absence of specific standards for the numerous date products
presently available. The present Saudi Arabian Standards Organization
(SASO) specification for packaged dates should be upgraded to suit aB
available type of packs available in the market as to cover, pressed, loose
and vacuumized, thermoform packs. New specifications should be laid
down by SASO for date paste, vinegar, date juice concentrate, and animal
feed to have stability in quality.

7- Market Segmentation

The local dates market is currently a commodity type market. The
industry in general is fragmented and lack market leaders with highly
competent technical and business development team. It also lacks

. sophistication with newly emerged branding, but no intensiveprograms
for an advertising.

As shown in Chart-2 the Saudi market is presently showing three
main segments and sub-segments:

7.1Prestige/Gifts Segment

This high priced segment represents the prestige/gifts of luxurious
packaging with value added products. It constitutes a little share of the
market products sell mainly through specialty outlets in the major cities
like Kingdom dates, Bateel, Ajwa, Nadheed, Mohammadia outlets, Al -
Fakhyra, Dates World, Maknoose, and Al - Dewan Stores. Estimated
volume is 1500 tons.

7.2 Medium Priced Segment

The medium priced segment consists of the main bulk dates (Pressed
and Loose) subsegment and the convenience packs subsegment which
include consumer packs produced by modem dates packaging plants and
dates packers. .
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7.2.1Pressed and Loose Sub-segment

Which is being handled through central dates markets and amounts to
55,000 M.T.Near. Most bulk pressed dates are sold in 25 kg. Tins which
are too big for an average family. Cans are sometimes cut into half and
sold as 10 kg. Portions. Segmentation of this market into 5 kg., 10 kg., and
20 kg tins is possible and needed. Most loose dates are sold bulk by kilo.
This subsegment can be developed into a convenience type by attractive
packaging in 1kg & 1/2 kg cartons which can be used to serve guests
directly and pouch bags for family consumption. New individual
consumer oriented snack size packs of pitted loose dates would have good
potentials for Omra visitors and pilgrims in Mekka.
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'::lIal"l-2.Dates Market Segmentation in Saudi Arabia, 1996
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7.2.2 Convenience Packs Sub-segment

,Convenience packs are mainly in lkg normal or shrink-wrapped
plastic bags. Dates are also packed in pressed form, loose or vacuumized.
Products of the modem dates packaging plants fit under this category.
These products are handled by supermarkets and grocery shops and has a
volume of20,000 M.T.Near. Volume of convenience packs is expected to
grow in the next years to cope with the increasing demand of the
consumers. Processed date products which presently cover date juice
concentrate (Dibis) and vinegar are also considered under convenience
(portion packs).

7.3 Low Priced Segment

This segment can be broken down to the following subsegments:

7.3.1 Paste Subsegment

The date paste subsegment which has a reasonable size of 10,000
M.T.Near, is currently focused on industrial users (80%), with little
portion to home users (20%) and can be developed more through family
size smaller packs of lkg & 2 kg or below.

7.3.2 Charity Sub Segment

The second subsegment covers the small packs of 50g or 100g sadaga
and large packs donation products (20 kg). Although the volume of this
subsegment is not known, the small size sadaga packs are believed to have
good potential for Zakat, Omra visitors and pilgrims in addition to Saudi
Charity Association for poor nations.Depitted dates of SOg are also

.' expectedto have its way in byMakkaandMedinavisitors.

7.3.3 Export Subsegment

As shown in Figure 6, the world import/export trade as given by FAO
Trade and Commerceyearbook in 1995 is 293,599 tons and 307,505 tons
respectively. Their estimated value is V.S. $273.8 billion and V.S. $302.8
billion. Saudi dates enjoy high quality and has its own spiritual status by
the Islamic countries and Muslim communities worldwide. It can be,
therefore, marketed and differentiated as superior performing products
with desirable eating qualities. Saudi dates export during this period have
reached 18,000 tons at a value of V.S. $ 11.5 million. Majority of this
quantity have been packed by AI-Hassa government plant for World Food
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Programme as aid to the less fortunate countries. As illustrated in Chart-3,
potential export market of the Saudi dates is estimated at 300,000
M.T.Near. India is considered the first importer of dates in the World
which imported 80,000 tons during 1995, followed by United Arab
Emirates which imported 60,000 tons. Tapping this market in the form of
bulk dates of 10-20 kg pack is essential for the modern dates packing
plants and should be part of their strategy.

Export markets for medium priced products should also be targeted
In developed countries with large Muslim communities (Europe &
D.S.A.).

8- Present status of dates-by-products and palm residues

The ongoing government efforts to find out local feed resources as
substitute for imported and subsidized animal feed have gained in
prominence as of late. The government has recently limited the barley
price for farmers to 0.52 Rials/kg while continuing to subsidize the barley
as a source of carbohydrates for a value ofSR 9.65 per 50 kg/bag. The
accumulated by-products from existing dates packaging and processing
plants are comparatively limited in quantities. Rejects from these plants
include culls, damaged dates, calyxes, and rejects of sorting/grading
operation.

Chart 3 shows a summary of the main by-products and residue of the
Palm tree and its fruit. Generally, by-product residues of the dates and date
palm tree may be divided into the following two main groups:

. Dates by-products, which will be available either as reject from date
packaging and processing operations or from low grade dates, fallen or
premature fruits.

. Palm products other than dates which include all parts of the date palm
including cellulosic date palm leaves, its potential furfural and legnin
contents, reproductive organs etc.

In order to be competitive on industries based on date palm
rawstocks, The main criteria which govern its feasibility depends on the
availability on large scale of low cost raw material and the optimum
utilization of the plant by products Le. pressed cake, and stones.
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The annual quantities of these by-products (Table 2) are estimated at
3,820 tons. The recent operation of date juice concentrate (dibis) dates,'
vinegar and the establishment of new dates packing facilities are expected
to increase the quantities of pressed cake and pits which can be utilized in
the formulation of animal feed meals. The use of such products would also
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improve the economics of operation of these plants by decreasing
handling and disposal problems .costs.

9..Recommendations. and future prospects

Saudi modem dates packaging and processing plants should follow
the following strategies:

9.1 Cost leadership

Cost leadership in dates processing plants is a must and should fonn
the backbone for their strategy. To attain tIJ-isgoal, the following
requirements are needed:

Plants should operate at full capacity to minimize overheads costs and
optimize production scheduling that will account for the seasonality of the
consumer product mix and continuity through out the year of less seasonal
industrial products like paste, syrup and vinegar. Stones and presscake
(fibres) should also be utilized as animal feed.

Gain substantial market share by overcoming fragmented competition
of the cottage industry through competitive pricing, consistent quality,
superior service and good distribution network.

Segmentation of products to cover a wide range of pack(;lgingstyles
and Sadaga packages in order to address the whole spectrum of consumer
needs.

Minimize raw material cost through:

· Establishing data infonnation system for potential farms.

· Maximizing direct purchase from single farm of high potential.

· Promising farms to be visited and start price negotiation before date
harvest season to ensure quality.

· Minimize purchase from agents or direct auctions to avoid high
price payment. Direct purchase from the market may result in poor
quality purchase due to lack of time for monitoring quality.
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Be cost effective by proper sourcing of all packaging material, and
rationalization of all other operating costs, labor, advertising, and
marketing.

9.2 Dates Marketing

Taking into consideration existing high competition from cottage
packing houses, and in order to have a competitive edge over these
industries Saudi modem packaging and processing plants should focus on
the following:

Each state of the art plant should develop its own attractive brand
name t6 attain brand loyality. Brand loyality may be developed by
launching an aggressive local market programmes to warrant brand
switching to quality packed dates with attractive prices. Efficient
distribution channels are. needed by sales departments to cover the whole
country and making these brands national rather than regional or local.

Each modem plant should initiate a market and consumer research to
identify the product mix needs of all regions and consumer groups.

Packing of fresh dates is an attractive business, and should not be
underestimated. It has currently a small volume. The process of packaging
fresh dates (Bisr or Rutab), followed by deep freezing is done by
consumers in their homes and small part by dates traders. Attractiveness of
this industry will increase in the coming ten years as the month of
Ramadan will fall during August and September.

Address the retail market on a wide scale with a range of highly
innovative product mix in style which would address all consumer
segments locally and internationally.

Launch campaigns to win the young generation who are drifting
away from the tradition of using dates through continuous R & D to
develop suitable snack product which would cope with their demand.

Exploit media.

Exploit health attributes of dates in terms of its high nutritive value
and heritage background.
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Develop the industrial sector for paste, syrup and vinegar locally and
internationally at very attractive prices with products for industrial users
as well as Fast Moving Commodity Goods (FMCG).

Attain government protection of the industry by preventing import or
taxation of similar products like other imported fruit vinegar, chemical
acetic acid vinegar, other Dibis - like products as sugar cane, molasses,
pomegranate concentrate and Kharrob.

Attain maximum utilization of manpower, machinery facilities and
management by establishing not only date packaging facility but also date
processing industry.

The potentials downstream emerging industries trom low priced
dates such as syrup and vinegar should be promoted for local as well as
export market.

Capture a gradual share of the industrial and family size paste market
by providing products which would address industrial users and consumer
needs.

Dates export is a promising market for low margin but high volume.
Saudi dates should occupy gradually good market share in the
international market. The Saudi export volume of dates during 1995
represents only 6% of the Kingdom available dates surplus of 300,000
tons. Saudi dates should penetrate the international market specially The
GCC, and Islamic countries for the low and middle price segment dates.
Potential markets in Europe, Asia and U.S.A. should be indentified by
meeting their specification in terms of dates variety, package size,
packaging materials and processing requirement.

9.3 Dates Quality

· Dates quality begins trom the orchard and ends at consumer table.
Efforts should be made to improve horticultural practices by farmers
and protection from infestation during transportation to ensure a
steady supply of good quality dates.

· Promote date consumption and switch consumer food habits to dates
by providing several choices of top quality dates and dates products.
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9.4 Other Cellulosic Industries of the Date Palm

Initiate industries for handicraft, Arabesque manufacture, Kraft
paper, panelboard, organic fertilizers, furfural, and fermentation industries
from date palm residues. Such industries will have a better return to the
farm owners, decrease costs involved in date palm cultivation and reduce
environment pollution and disposal problems.

10 -Industrial research and development (R &D)

For better utilization of research findings by food research and
engineering departments of the Saudi universities, it will be advisable to
establish a coordinating scientific committee between researchers and
dates investors of the private sector.

The King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology (KAACST),
presently acts as the financial authority and link between private sector
and researchers. The King Faisal University's palm and dates research
centre is undertaking extensive research programmes to improve the date
palm and diversify products from dates.

For the last three decades, active research has been initiated by the
Saudi universities and research centers supported financially by
(KAACST), Riyadh. For future development of dates and date palm
industries and to explore new products and derivatives, scientific research
centres should undertake new horizons for applied research in the
following areas:

1 - To explore technical problems arising during production and
marketing of the existing factories and to find out solution through
applied research taken by these department. Areas of research may
involve, stickness problems, prevention of skin crackness,
improving marketability of dates and their wholesomeness by
glazing and skin coating, storage and shelf life of the date products.

2 - Innovation for new product development may be initiated for
development of date meals based on traditional dishes used in Saudi
Arabia such as Marees, Honaini and Bogaita. Research may include
their quality improvement in terms of product fortification, nutritive
value, good packaging and prolongation of its storage life.
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3 - Incorporation of dates and their products (syrup, shredds, paste) in
breakfast meals, moesli food, frozen products Le. ice cream, yogurt,
etc.

4 - Addition of dates as ingredients/orsubstitute for sugar in sauces,
and ketchup formula.

5 - Production of dates powder and its performance as potential source
in baby food, pre-mix cake powder.

6 - Development of special meals in which dates are main ingredient to
be suited for institutions, hospitals, army, emergencies, etc.

7 - Explore research on the potential of immature dates in their green or
red/yellow color stages of maturity as a source of polyphenols.
These group of compounds have been recently used in U.S.A as
antioxidant in fruit juices and processed ground beef at a level of
0.02% by weight(9).It is also used as natural preservative to replace
BHT, BHA Epicatechin isolated from green tea leaves, which also
present in dates(lO) , have been reported to possess strong
anticarcinogenic effect in mouse skin(II,12).

8 - Explore the possibility of extraction on commercial scale the spathe
destillate of date palm. Earlier research on chemical composition
and biological activities(l3,14)of the water distillate have shown the
presence of 1,2 dimethoxy-4-methyl benzene of up to 75%. The
research was based on the traditional chewing or soaking of the
tender spathe chips and its addition in water or hot tea as flavoring
and preservative agents. Further research on this compound have
shown its high lethal effect on termites(15)
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List of Government and Non-Government Ore:anizations Involved in Dates
Products and Utilization of Date Palm Residues

1. Governmental Ore:anizations

Ministry of Agriculture & Water

Directorate of Research and Development
Riyadh

Saudi Industrial Development Foundation,
(SIDF)
Box 4143, Riyadh 11149

Tel: (01) 477-4002 Fax: (01) 479-0165

King Abdul Aziz City for Science &
Technology
P.O.Box 6055
Riyadh - 11442

Tel:966-6367320 Fax:01-4883990

Saudi Consulting House
General Government Establishment
Box 1267
Riyadh 11431
Tel: 01-4484533
Fax: 01-448 1234
Attn : Mr. Mohammad Ali AI-Muslim

King Faisal University
College of Agriculture
Department of Animal Husbandry
Hofuf

Tel: 03-580 0000

Date Palm Research Center
King Faisal University
Hofuf

. Attn.: Dr. Abdullah AI-Ghamdi
Director

2. Non-Government Ore:anizations
Food Products Co.

Box 60573

Riyadh11555

Tel: (01) 462-6415/462-6424/462-6450

AI-Qassim Dates Factory
P.O Box 126
Badaya
Qassim

Tel: (03) 321-1588

The National Agricultural Development
CO
PO Box 2673 PO Box 2557
Hofouf 31982 Riyadh 11461

Tel: 530-1837 Tel: (01) 478-
3488/4011
Fax: 530-1598 Fax: (01) 478-4127

Wadi Hanifa Dates Factory Ltd.
PO Box 10451

Riyadh 11461

Tel: (01) 455-0441
Fax: (01) 455-1207

Saudia Dates Factory
P.O.Box 2210
Buraydah

Tel: (06) 380-0677/0777/8877
Fax: (06) 380-0305

AI-Madinah AI-Munawarah Co. Ltd.
PO Box 5090

Al Madinah AI-Munawara
Tel: (04) 825-5124
Fax: (04) 825-5124
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Non-Government Or!!anizations
Hadhim
P.O Box 131
Buridha
Tel: 324-4801
Fax: 323-2346
Pager: 19322351

AL-Ahsa Development CO.
P.0. Box 2726
AI-Ahsa 31982
Tel: 592-5275
Fax: 592-6163

Kingdom's Dates Factory
P. O. Box 63043

Riyadh 11516
Tel: 01-4622444

AL-fakhra Date Company LTD.
P.O Box 63
Riyadh 11952
Tel & Fax: 654-6079 Tel: 442-1307
Factory Tel: 442-194

AL-kharj Dates Factory
P.O Box 1518
AI-Kharj 11942
Tel: 550-0224
Fax: 550-0677

Arabian Company For
Agricultural Services (ARASCO)
Riyadh
Tel: (01) 4655255
Fax: (01) 4645375

Attn.: Abdullah AI-Rbian

AI - Mukeresh, Kassim
Animal Feed Plant
Tel: 636 0730/636 4483
Fax: 6364612

Attn.: Waleed Elias
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Non-Government Onranizations

Nagmat AI-Mada'en Dates Factory
P. O. Box 224

AI-Kharj 11942
Tel: 5449696
Fax: 5449660

Saleh AI-Bedewi Est.
P. O. Box 30566

Riyadh 11487
Tel: 4215143
Fax: 4214288

Samba Dates Factory
Riyadh
Tel: 4435396

AI-Noar Dates Factory
P. O. Box 1231
AI-Kharj 11942
Tel: 5447557

Al-Riyadh Dates Factory
P. O. Box 7412
Riyadh 11462
Tel: 4764721
Fax: 4791248
Date Store
Kharj
Tel: 5550857



International & Local Machinery
Manufacturers & Packaging Material Suppliers

International Suppliers

I) CRYOVAC EUROPE
GraceItaliana S.P.A
Via Trento 7
Casella Posale 108
Attn: Giovanni Candida

Middle East Area Manager
ITALY

2) AlIMENTA SpA
1-35131 Padova Passaggio Gaudenzio, 3
Attn : Michele Bergamasco, Proposal Manager
Tel: 049/663255
Fax: 049/663672
ITALY

3) Ing-A-Rossi
Impianti Industriali S.R.L.
43100 Parma Via Moletolo, 4/A
Attn : Mr. Sabet Haj Issa, Area Manager
Tel: (0521) 271320
Fax: 774331
ITALY

4) CAUSTIER
Siege Social
191, Avenue Prades
66000 Perpignan
Attn: Claude Caustier President -Director General
Tel: 68 54 43 43
Fax: 68 55 51 33
FRANCE

5) IMECA
Zone Industrielle
RP. 94
34800 Clermont - L'Herault
Tel: 67 96 25 22
Fax: 67 96 91 01
FRANCE
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6) CENTAC Industry Contracting
Machinen ung Anlagen GMBH
Ratikonweg 37
88239 Neuravensburg
Attn: Jurgen Ressel
Tel: (07528)7388
Fax: (07528)6688
GERMANY

7) ELLIOT Manufacturing Co.
p.a. Box 11277
2654 So. Cherry Ave.
Attn: Mr. Amer Makki
Tel: (209) 233-6235
Fax: (209) 233-9833
U.S.A.

Local Suppliers

1) ZULTEC
p.a. Box 1579
Jeddah 21454
Tel: 02-6717756
Fax: 02-670034
Attn : Ali Khan, General Manager
Saudi Arabia

2) AL DEWAN PLASTIC PRESSING FACTORY
p.a. Box 40582

Riaydh 11511
Second Industrial City
Tel: 498 5050/498 3754
Fax: 498 3758
Saudi Arabia

3) National Packing Products Co. Ltd.
P.O. Box 25817
Riyadh 11476
Tel: 498 2211
Fax: 498 2483
Tlx : 406786 WATPAC S.J
Attn : Abdulghani Nablan -Sales Representative
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Jeddah Office
Tel: 653 4369
Fax: 6513994

Damman Office
Tel: 834 4224
Fax: 834 1703

4) EASTERNPAK
P.O. Box 9942
Dammam 31423
Tel: 841 2762
Fax: 841 0967
Attn : Pierre J. Noon - Marketing Coordinator

Riyadh Office
Tel/Fax: 473 0559

5) NAPCO MODERN PLASTIC PRODUCTS CO.
P.O. Box 827

Riyadh 11421
Tel: 479 1086/479 1325
Fax: 01 479-1325
Tlx : 801049 NAPCO SJ

Attn : Boulos El-Rage - Sales Representative

Al Kharj Office
Tel: 548 6154
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